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The professionals at Advanpro Furnace Cleaning can’t stress enough that people should get their air
ducts and furnaces cleaned every single year. These Calgary HVAC system professionals have been
in the business for many years now and they have seen it all. They know both the positive and
negative consequences that result when these two simple and inexpensive HVAC system tasks are
not done on an annual basis.
Company spokesperson, Rhys Evans, had this to say on the subject of yearly furnace and duct
cleaning, “One of the most neglected appliances in a home are HVAC systems. That is surprising
since people depend on the furnace and air conditioning components of these systems so much. Part
of the problem is they are enclosed systems so people can’t actually see what occurs inside of them.
We want to make people more aware that just a simple air duct and furnace cleaning each year offers
so many benefits to homeowners and businesses. The most import of which are health and energy
efficiency benefits.”
Evans talked first about the benefits of furnace cleaning. He mentioned that any time there is
combustion going on inside a furnace there are natural by-products that are created. The worst of
which are soot, moisture, and harmful gases such as carbon monoxide. Soot in the flue increases the
risk of fire, moisture buildup encourages allergy-triggering mold and mildew growth, and improper
airflow can increase harmful gas emissions into the home. Most homeowners know to change the
furnace filters but they do not have the equipment or knowledge in most instances to clean the
furnace. When a furnace is professionally cleaned on a regular basis it helps eliminate or greatly
reduce many of these problems.
The company’s website goes into more detail on this and that webpage can be found at
https://sites.google.com/site/advanprofurnacecleaning/furnace-cleaning-calgary.
Evans also indicated that when furnace cleaning is combined with a furnace tune-up, it can help save
a lot of money on yearly energy bills.
The Advanpro Furnace Cleaning spokesperson also talked about the advantages that yearly air duct
cleaning gives a home or business owner. He stated that this is necessary because of the large
amount of ductwork that goes through and under every home and business. Over time there is
contaminant buildup on the walls of that ductwork that can cause health and airflow issues. These
ductwork systems are known to buildup dust, pet dander, and mold and mildew. All of which harms
the air that people breathe. Duct contaminants can also buildup to the point where they restrict
airflow, this causes the furnace system to not be as efficient and in turn, it then costs more money to
run the system.

More information on the benefits of air duct cleaning can also be seen on this company blog posted at
https://advan-pro.blogspot.com/2019/11/fantastic-guide-to-duct-cleaning-clean.html.
Evans also wanted people to know that there is no reason that furnace and duct cleaning can’t be
done even after the colder weather hits. A customer will still get all the benefits from it and the system
only needs to be shut down for a few hours to get the furnace and air duct cleaning accomplished. He
pointed out that air duct and furnace cleaning will also go a long way toward extending the life of any
furnace or HVAC system.
This experienced Calgary furnace pro does a lot more than just furnace and air duct cleaning too. As
was mentioned, they also do furnace tune-ups along with a long list of furnace repairs. Their
experienced furnace techs can do such things as replace defective burners and troubleshoot
electrical furnace ignition problems. Evans talked about how they can even install a completely new
furnace system if someone needs that. The company also offers emergency HVAC and furnace
repair services. This means the company is ready to help their customers 24/7, 365 with any heating
system emergencies which happen to them.
If a person is interested to learn more about Advanpro’s furnace or air duct cleaning services, they
can visit the company website or go to this business site link at
https://advanpro-ltd.business.site/posts/210860522233151636?hl=en.
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